Cross Stitch Charts

Bin im Garten
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL001

Bin im Garten
I'm in the garden
Flower vases, little lemon gardens, butterflies and lavender hearts ... An explosion of colors and scents! And of course important gardening accessories such as shovel, rake, watering can and more. Charts for expert gardeners!

PLEASE NOTE: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Provence

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Provence

South of France, here comes the Holiday season with the sun calling. Beautiful cross-stitch ideas in the fashion colors of Provence. Lavender flowers, ornaments or arabesques in wonderful purple-green shades that are the distinctive characteristic of this region. Butterflies, flowers and pansies will give you plenty of suggestions for interesting gift ideas and embroideries.

PLEASE NOTE: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Moin Moin

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL003

Moin Moin
Bye Bye

Not everyone can afford a house on the beach, but many run to enjoy a day of vacation by the lake as soon as they have the chance. The marine charm of the coast always attracts the aficionados. A far sighting of a sailor, the beauty of a rowboat on the beach, the lighthouse on the coast of the dock. Unforgettable memories, stitched in a very relaxed mood. Floating rubbles like seashells, starfishes and crabs can be combined together in beautiful accessories to light up your day.

PLEASE NOTE: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Zimmer frei

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL004

Zimmer frei
Free Room
Lifeguard or mermaid, seagulls, boats, ropes, seashells and fishes, colorful flags that blow in a marine breeze. Designs that bring back unforgettable memories of those long-gone summers.

PLEASE NOTE: Total dimensions of the stiches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Blütenzauber
The Magic of flowers

Flowers, flowers and fragrances, gifts from the garden. With a little imagination, perseverance and ability, you will transform this floral abundance into wonderful presents or decorative accessories. Lilacs, roses and hydrangeas and their nostalgic charm are to be cross-stitched for a delicate and romantic result.

PLEASE NOTE: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Toskana Oliven

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL006

Toskana Oliven
Tuscan olive
Charming unique pieces with a mediterranean touch for your home. Olive tree branches, lemons, vases with a southern style or in terracotta. Embellish with a mediterranean style your projects.
PLEASE NOTE: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Folklorealphabet rot
da: Lindner’s Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL009

Folklorealphabet rot
Traditional red alphabet
A wonderful chart developed and adapted to the color of passion, Cross-stitch embroideries to reintroduce once again the nostalgic theme of the antique folklore.
PLEASE NOTE: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Folklore eisig
Icy shades folklore
This chart is inspired by the frost that covers the landscape with its immaculate blanket of snow and the cold that chills us so during the winter. Beautiful designs in icy colors.

PLEASE NOTE: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Folklore rot

Modello: SCHVAU-HL008

Folklore rot
Red folklore
Here is the fastest way to renew your home. Pillows, rugs, blankets, embroidered belts, tapestry or curtains: deers, rabbits, ornaments and decorations can revitalize and combine perfectly with your interiors. All in the the most fashionable style of the moment: "Shabby Chic".

PLEASE NOTE: Total dimensions of the stiches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

**Herbstfreuden**
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL011

Herbstfreuden
Garlands, berries and shrubs. The beauty and grace of the dog rose, seaberry and rowan with its bright-red fruits. The constant evolution of maple, oak or chestnut leaves will get us swept away by this cool autumn wind and will take us into a world of beautiful embroideries and decorations.

PLEASE NOTE: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

**Price:** € 7.25 (incl. VAT)

**Materials list:** In the following page you will find the list of materials needed to complete the work.
### Materials needed: Herbstfreuden

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DMC Mouliné White</th>
<th>DMC Mouliné 745</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 743</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 3854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 3853</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 666</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 436</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 801</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 3348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 470</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 453</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 524</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 3052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 3051</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 3743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 3041</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Rosenalphabet**
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL035

Rosenalphabet
A "Rose Alphabet" to cross-stitch your favorite designs.
PLEASE NOTE: Total dimensions of the stiches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

**Price: € 7.25** (incl. VAT)
Sei kein Frosch

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL034

"Don't be a frog" is a saying addressed to those who never dare "to make the jump"! The lovely frogs of these designs will give you really original ideas to "dare" and create lovely accessories.

Please NOTE: Total dimensions of the stiches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Sommerzeit

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL026

Sommerzeit

When daylight saving time comes, everything: the colors, the scents and more and more we feel the need to live our summer. This collection of designs gives you all the ideas and the colors of the summer season to place in your stitching with the coming of the hot weather.

PLEASE NOTE: Total dimensions of the stiches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Advent, Advent

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL015

Advent, Advent

The Christmas Advent period is rich of lights everywhere. Throughout this collection you will find 24 designs to create original Advent calendars with little and delicate surprises such as bags, sacks, or any other decoration of the house that you will want to make shiny bright.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Santa Claus

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL016

Santa Claus Yes! It's Christmas!
And no need to make the same decorations, all you have to do is combine the suggested designs of this booklet to obtain original effects, with that nordic touch in red and white that mixes tradition and creativity together.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

**Erdbeerzeit**
d/a: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL017

Erdbeerzeit

*Strawberry time - served with style*

Summer is the best period to taste the fruits of nature and strawberries are surely a delicious treat and an idea, as in the designs suggested, to create colorful and original creations.

**Price: € 7.25** (incl. VAT)
Hochzeit

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL018

Hochzeit

wedding - beautiful home-made things

These wedding-themed suggested designs will allow you to combine at their best the many suggestions for the customization of the most important day in one's life.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Spätherbst

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL038

Spätherbst

*late autumn*, with its colors and its days getting shorter, gives you many ideas to create delicate accessories and/or complete your creations. Among the suggested subjects to cross-stitch, owls, deers, pheasants and many other animals.

**Price: € 7.25** (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Weinlese

*da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche*

Modello: SCHVAU-HL039

Weinlese

The *grape harvest* with its colors and scents is the source of inspiration of these cross-stitch designs that will allow you to beautifully decorate whatever your wish.

**Price:** € 7.25 *(incl. VAT)*
HuHuHuuu
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL052

Owls for every occasion
Owls are truly lovely creatures and they make any project fun and original. The designer has here selected various designs to use wherever you wish and throughout every season.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Küchenkräuter

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL033

Küchenkräuter

*Culinary Herbs in this selection: perfect for stitchable and kitchen accessories, make your choice among thyme, sage, basil, rosemary, shallot, celery leaves and more.*

**Price: € 7.25** (incl. VAT)
Küchenflair

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL031

Küchenflair
kitchen flavor

Customising with cross-stitch your kitchen accessories is really easy with this selection of lovely designs that are adaptable for all kinds of stitchable accessories.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

**Coffeetime**
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL036

Coffeetime
Many ideas to cross-stitch, all about one main theme: *coffee break*: coffee, milk, chocolate, cappuccino, macarons, pastries, whipped cream and much more ... included a coffee maker ... and the inevitable espresso cup.

**Price: € 7.25** (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Landleben
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL019

Landleben im Country-Style

Country Life Living in the country gives you many ideas for your works such as these cross-stitch suggestions to create a lovely picture or home decorations.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Romance

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL020

Romantic and summer cross-stitch ideas to create a beautiful picture or to decorate your home accessories.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Frühlingsboten

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL021

Frühlingsboten - signs of spring
The suggested cross-stitch designs are all about spring and its beautiful colors. Perfect for creating a beautiful picture or embellishing your favorite accessories.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Frohe Ostern
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL022

Frohe Ostern - Happy Easter! These cross-stitch suggestions are perfect to be integrated into any design, to create beautiful home accessories and much more. Joyful colors, spring shades, bunny rabbits and other sweet little animals.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Wiesenblumen

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL024

Wiesenblumen - Wildflowers
Lots of colors and happiness in these floral designs that will complete and decorate your creations.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Sommertrend

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL025

Sommertrend
The colors and carefreeness of summer are the stars of these cross-stitch ideas that combine many different subjects to create original projects.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Alpenglück

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL027

Alpenglück

Traditional designs with an alpine theme, perfect to add color and originality to your home accessories.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Kinderwelt

Modello: SCHVAU-HL029

Kinderwelt (the world of kids) Sommer, Sonne und Abenteuer
These designs are all dedicated to the world of kids and they will give you many ideas to decorate in a fun and colorful way any item that belongs to them.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Mäuse-ABC

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL030

Mäuse-ABC - Stickideen für das Kinderzimmer
This fun alphabet with cute little mice is perfect for stitching kids accessories and making their room even more playful.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Happy Ostern

da: Lindner’s Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL032

Eggs, chicks, rabbits and gooses are the spark for the celebration of spring and Easter. Use the different charts for giving a touch of happiness to your creations.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Die Eisigen Drei Könige

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL041

Die Eisigen Drei Könige (the Three Wise Men on ice). The playful title of this selection of cross-stitch designs dedicated to the Three Wise Men and to Christmas is owed to the cold hues used for these designs.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Die Weihnachtsgeschichte

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL042

Die Weihnachtsgeschichte (the story of Christmas)
Following the story of the trip towards Bethlehem and the characters of the Nativity, these cross-stitch designs reflect the classic and traditional spirit of Christmas.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
St. Nikolaus

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL043

St. Nikolaus
In vielen Ländern stellen Kinder am Abend vor dem sechsten Dezember Ihre Schuhe vor die Tür und füllen sie mit Heu und Karotten als Wegzehrung für den Schimmel vom Nikolaus. Der heilige Nikolaus, so ging die Sage, ritt nachts mit seinem grimmigen Begleiter, dem Knecht Ruprecht, über die Dächer von Haus zu Haus, um artige Kinder zu beschenken. Ruprecht hingegen hatte eine Reisigrute bei sich, mit der er die unartigen Kinder bestrafte. Wir haben nun diese alte Weihnachtsgeschichte als Anlass für einen weiteren Kreuzstichbogen aufgegriffen und diesen durch die Darstellung des Christkindes noch erweitert. Mit vielen zusätzlichen Stickideen runden wir diesen traditionellen Themenbogen ab und hoffen, dass Ihr beim Nacharbeiten unserer Vorschläge schon frühzeitig in Weihnachtsstimmung kommt.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Nikolaustag

da: Lindner's Kreuzstücke

Modello: SCHVAU-HL044

Nikolaustag

In vielen Ländern stellen Kinder am Abend vor dem sechsten Dezember ihre Schuhe vor die Tür und füllen sie mit Heu und Karotten als Wegzehrung für den Schimmel vom Nikolaus. Der heilige Nikolaus, so ging die Sage, ritt nachts mit seinem grimmigen Begleiter, dem Knecht Ruprecht, über die Dächer von Haus zu Haus, um artige Kinder zu beschenken. Ruprecht hingegen hatte eine Reisigrute bei sich, mit der er die unartigen Kinder bestrafte. Wir haben nun diese alte Weihnachtsgeschichte als Anlass für einen weiteren Kreuzstichbogen aufgegriffen und diesen durch die Darstellung des Christkindes noch erweitert. Mit vielen zusätzlichen Stickideen runden wir diesen traditionellen Themenbogen ab und hoffen, dass Ihr beim Nacharbeiten unserer Vorschläge schon frühzeitig in Weihnachtsstimmung kommt.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Schlittenfahrt
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL045

This selection of cross-stitch patterns in the traditional shades of red and green is fully dedicated to winter and Christmas and can be easily integrated to any creation to embellish your home for the holidays.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Weihnachtsmarkt

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL046

The traditional Advent markets are nowadays a tradition in every European country. The designs and original creations that you can find in these markets stimulate every crafter's imagination. The selection of patterns to stitch recall the typical subjects of the villages where this tradition was born.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Klassisch Blau

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL048

Klassisch Blau (classic blue)
Cross-stitch designs inspired by traditional white and blue patterns and nordic atmospheres. Perfect for creating a lovely picture or customizing your home accessories. Alphabet included.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Geburt Junge

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL049

Geburt Junge - Sie erwarten Nachwuchs? (Birth of a child - Are you expecting a boy?).
The arrival of a baby is always a huge event that must be celebrated and remembered (many of us have started stitching in this very occasion). The proposed designs allow to customize any kind of accessory or create a beautiful picture that will help us remember this beautiful moment in life. Alphabet included.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
**Jahreszeiten**
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL051

Jahreszeiten (em>seasons). A traditional collection of floral motifs for all seasons to cross-stitch.

**Price: € 7.25** (incl. VAT)
Geburt Mädchen

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL050

Geburt Mädchen - Sie erwarten Nachwuchs? (Birth of a child - Are you expecting a girl?).
The arrival of a baby is always a huge event that must be celebrated and remembered (many of us have started stitching in this very occasion). The proposed designs allow to customize any kind of accessory or create a beautiful picture that will help us remember this beautiful moment in life. Alphabet included.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

**Weihnachtszauber**
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL060

During the Christmas period we surround ourselves of the things and people we love and these propositions allow us to customize the things we love with the most traditional Christmas symbols.

**Price**: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Weihnachtszeit

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL059

Many cute motifs to add a touch of fun to the most wonderful time of the year.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Indian Summer

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL057

The indian summer is probably the most colorful time of the year. nature changes its colors after the summer and prepares itself for winter. All the motifs to cross-stitch are inspired by this time of the year that allow you original and elegant accessories for your home.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Tropic Garden

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL056

Lots of motifs inspired by tropical pictures of the eighteenth century. Colorful thoughts of the far away seas to warmourselves during this winter.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

**Magnolien**
d: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL055

There are more than 240 species of magnolias, each one with a variation in their shape and color. Aside from the intense scent that these flowers release, these propositions to cross-stitch allow to complete your home accessories with elegance.

**Price:** € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Frühlings-ABC
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL054

Flowers and butterflies ornate this cross-stitch alphabet with its colors to decorate your accessories.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Country Home

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL061

It's just like with ancient paintings. We admire them enraptured by their beauty and at the same time we find some inspirations for new projects. Thanks to this patterns you can decorate runners, pillows and blankets.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Happy Halloween

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL070

Hundreds of years ago in England, Halloween was an autumn celebration. With our cross stitch chart we would like to remember this wonderful tradition.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Hüttenzauber

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL071

A lot of ideas to stitch with a countryside charm. Wonderful projects with natural colours and patterns with forests, squirrels, owls and deer. Of course the cuckoo clock is also here!

**Price: € 7.25** (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

X-mas
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL072

Christmas isn't only for children, but also for adults who have a lot of expectations for this days. However it's better if we already starr with our embroideries, so that tablecloths, runners, ribbons, placemats and napkins are ready for Christmas.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Frühlingsanfang

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL074

A chromatic contrast that is relaxing and bright, patterns that evoke the beginning of spring and the Easter holidays such as bunnies, lambs and painted eggs. Also, lots of flowers to cross-stitch on table cloths, table runners, napkins, pillows, bags. A wide range of stitching possibilities to welcome the warm season.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

**Weihkorbdeckchen**
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL075

Many monochromatic Easter patterns to cross-stitch on tablecloths, napkins and table runners, to go with your Easter special lunch.

**Price: € 7.25** (incl. VAT)
Tea Time

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL076

What better than to cuddle up on the couch with a hot cup of tea?! Maybe with a friend for some chitchat! In this publication you'll find many different patterns to cross stitch, to recreate the perfect tea time atmosphere. Romantic borders, delicate colors, a perfect scent.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Modello: SCHVAU-HL077

People change and so does their lifestyle. Some things are there to stay and some things pass by. But there is one thing that is there to stay in our kitchens: the kitchen towel, an essential and useful accessory. In this publication you will find many patterns dedicated to the kitchen to decorate your kitchen towels, aprons, oven gloves, place mats.
Chef, waiter, lobsters, fish, fruits and vegetables, all to cross stitch on your kitchen accessories.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
**Draußen vom Walde**
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL073

Christmas isn't only for children, but also for adults who have a lot of expectations for this days. However it's better if we already starr with our embroideries, so that tablecloths, runners, ribbons, placemats and napkins are ready for Christmas.

**Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)**
Herbstzauber

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL081

Leaves changing colors, chestnuts, orange shades all over the trees. Fall is the theme of this selection of designs.

PLEASE NOTE: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Adventszeit
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL082

Advent is always a very joyful time. If you're looking for ideas to stitch for the holidays, than this collection of charts is what you need: Santa Claus (in many versions), penguins, foxes, owls, cats, dogs, polar bears, rabbits, birds and much more.

PLEASE NOTE: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Festtagsstimmung

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL083

Traditional and original Christmas designs to decorate your home accessories. PLEASE NOTE: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

**Frühlingserwachen**
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAG-HL084

Spring Awakening (Frühlingserwachen) Pansies, narcissuses, tulips, forget-me-nots and many other spring flowers together with cute little bunnies and butterflies.

NB: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

**Price: € 7.25** (incl. VAT)
Exotic World

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL086

A collection of small, exotic-themed cross-stitch designs: palm leaves, orchids, exotic birds, parrots, flamingo, hummingbirds, butterflies and a complete alphabet. NB: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Reitturnier

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL085

Riding Show
The world of horses to embroider on your homeware.

NB: Total dimensions of the stiches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Blaue Stunde

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL089

All the blue shades of the world to decorate your home.
NB: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Hello Sunshine

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL090

The colors of the summer: sunflowers, lemons, olive trees, meadows, butterflies and more. bring a little bit of Tuscany into your home.

NB: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

**Obstgarten**
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL091

*Orchard*

NB: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

**Price: € 7.25** (incl. VAT)
Es weihnachtet

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL092

Christmas is in the air (Christmas is the time of nostalgia)

NB: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Lichterglanz

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL093

Bright lights
NB: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Sakrale Motive

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL094

Sacral motifs

NB: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Sakrales ABC

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL095

Sacral motifs

NB: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Springtime
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL096

NB: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Happy Birthday...
da: Lindner's Kreuzztiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL098

NB: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Wochenmarkt

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL099

weekly market

NB: Total dimensions of the stiches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

**Fiesta**
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL100

NB: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

**Price: € 7.25** (incl. VAT)
Erlebniswelt

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAVU-HL101

Adventure World

NB: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Herbstsonne

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL102

Autumn Sun

NB: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Weihnachtsbäckerei
da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL103

Christmas baking

NB: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)
Adventskalender

da: Lindner's Kreuzstiche

Modello: SCHVAU-HL104

Advent Calendar baking

NB: Total dimensions of the stitches are not specified by the designer, as the image only represents all the designs included in the sheet, to stitch separately.

Price: € 7.25 (incl. VAT)